
Meet Our
     foundErs

Our Mission
To provide students a teaching 

rooted in classical training 

with a focus on correct Horsemanship and 

total respect toward horse and rider.

To provide guests with personalized hospitality 

supported by infallible customer service.

To provide students and guests with a serene 

and fulfilling environment suitable for 

a peaceful and relaxing stay.

LYnn paLM
Lynn has been a professional since 1970. She discovered dressage early on and 

used classical principles to develop all around show horses. While reaching the 

pinnacle of competition, she coached riders and entertained crowds with bridleless 

musical exhibitions. Always an educator, Lynn continues to serve on committees 

and advisory boards as well as judge and author books and articles for equine 

enthusiasts.

 I have been blessed to travel the world meeting new people, all thanks to horses.  
 Spending time with those who share my passion for horses is what I enjoy and 
 look forward to for years to come. 

cYriL pit tion-rossiLLon
Cyril has been a professional trainer and instructor for more than 30 years. Cyril 

was fortunate to receive a high-quality education and to work with top equestrians 

along the way. The reason he can work with riders of many disciplines in many 

events is that he uses the principles of Classical Training as the vital foundation 

for all riders. Cyril enjoys teaching riders from various disciplines because it is 

interesting, stimulating and fulfilling.

 I enjoy teaching riders from all levels with various goals whether for competition or 
 not. I am passionate about my work and love to share the knowledge of classical  
 training I was fortunate to receive over the years. 

MariE-francEs daVis
Born into a family of boys, horses were a pastime shared by Marie-Frances and her 

mother. Knowing that these special animals would be in her life forever, pursuing a 

career made perfect sense. Armed with an equine business degree and a passion 

for all things horse, that is what she has done. Marie-Frances is responsible for 

everything from educational programs to guest services.

 My goal is that every visitor, student and guest smiles with the wish to return  
 before they have even left.
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